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As the world’s economic engine revs faster, what can we expect ahead for interest rates
and inflation? A recent global macroeconomic investment roundtable with three of our
autonomous investment managers found commonalities and disagreements on the path for
global economic growth, inflation, and interest rates. Their outlooks also impact how
they make allocation decisions. The roundtable participants were: John Bellows, Ph.D.,
Western Asset Portfolio Manager; Sonal Desai, Ph.D., Chief Investment Officer of Franklin
Templeton Fixed Income; and Francis Scotland, Director of Global Macro Research at
Brandywine Global. They agreed that global growth will accelerate in 2021, but have
disagreements over future growth and inflation, and interest rates and the use of duration
in portfolios. Key points include:
• All three of our panelists believe global growth will be significant this year, but there is
some disagreement as to how persistent and where that growth will be in future years.
• All panelists agree we will see elevated inflation levels this year.
• Our panel had the greatest disagreement over whether inflation will be cyclical or secular
going forward and whether interest rates will therefore rise beyond what is currently
priced into the market.
• The panelists agreed that higher-yielding corporate bonds and emerging market debt
could benefit from economic growth, offer near-term investment opportunities, and
mitigate the effects of rising yields.
• There was some disagreement about whether to use Treasuries and duration as ballast in
a portfolio.
• When thinking about fixed income investing, it is important to think beyond rising
interest rates and focus on the many ways to get total return, including
spreads-tightening.
See an excerpt from the roundtable, on the following pages.
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Stephen What is your current outlook for global economic growth versus expectations?
John

We’re quite constructive on the outlook here in the United States and really for the
globe. We’re in a period where we are returning to economic normalcy, and
that return to economic normalcy is a really powerful force that’s going to drive
above-trend growth rates. And those above-trend growth rates are really quite
significant. They improve balance sheets, they improve incomes, and they improve
revenues, and so as that returns, economic normalcy supports above-trend
growth again in the United States and around the world, a lot of really good things
are happening to corporations, to businesses, and to individuals. So, we’re really
quite constructive on the outlook.

Sonal

The type of growth we’re going to see this year is, dare I say it, Chinese in nature,
likely. We’re going to look at high single digits in this year in the United States.
Beyond this year, I don’t see a rapid drop-off to those 2%, 2.5% levels in particular, in light of the level of sustained stimulus that we’re seeing in the US
economy. And I think it’s really interesting—at this time last year, people were
talking about “Ls”, the Great Depression, the “alphabet soup” of what the
recovery would look like. And I think that what we’re really seeing is very, very
V-shaped. So, I believe that we’re going to see strong growth for a while yet.

Francis

In our view, the current stimulus really supercharges an economy that was already
rebounding from last year’s lockdowns. And the March US employment report may
be a whiff of what could be in store. The script continues to rhyme with a rebound
that you get after a natural disaster, not the more drawn-out recovery, then
expansion in a traditional recession. And by and large, that rebound is playing out
around the world, notwithstanding the timing and management of the vaccine
rollouts. Global import volumes are completely recovered. PMIs are soaring.
In Europe, the surprises are positive, even though they’re having problems with
vaccinations. Asian industrial production is surging. Here, in my country, Canada,
90% of the employment drawdown has been recovered. Australian employment
is at an all-time-new high. So, it really looks like the world economy is recovering
very, very strongly.
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Stephen You all agree that we will see higher inflation in the short term. Do you think that
inflation is short-term cyclical or long-term secular?

2 Quick thoughts

John

The market is now pricing in CPI inflation above 2.5%, and as high as 2.75% over
the next five years. So not just three months of higher inflation, but sustained
inflation at 2.7%, 2.6% for five years. That is meaningfully above where we’ve
been over the last 10 years and it’s meaningfully above the Federal Reserve’s
(Fed’s) targets…I think the market’s priced for very optimistic outcomes on both
inflation and the Fed. And, if the inflation surge that we see over the next three
to six months is not permanent and instead proves transitory, I think we can see
some adjustment on both those dimensions in the rates market.

Francis

The consensus view is that there’s going to be at least a transitory pickup in inflation,
the surprise could be perhaps higher than people are expecting…I think to answer
this question about where the long-term inflation outlook is, one of the important
elements is what happens to those (stimulus payment) savings. One possibility is
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that people start to relax as the pandemic dies down, and they release some of
those cash holdings and start to spend the money with the Fed on full throttle.
Sonal

Since what we’re seeing in terms of policy is different from anything we’ve seen in
30 years, it wouldn’t surprise me if we saw an outcome on the inflation front which
was also different from what we’ve seen in the last 30 years. So again, I’m not
talking about inflation in the high single digits, but to say that could we see five
years of the Fed more than meeting its 2% target on average? I would say that’s
quite possible, it’s very feasible. And all of this, of course, happens at a time when
we do see a V-shaped recovery, more broad-based, which implies you do have
commodity prices also well-supported. So, I would say I agree, right now, the Fed
indeed has said inflation is transient. What is transient? Is it two months, three
months? Is it a few quarters? Is it a few years? I think that’s where the question
really comes in and I’m more inclined to think that transient might last a bit longer
than we are currently anticipating.

Stephen Where do you see opportunities within the US fixed income market? How does
that impact your allocation decisions? Where are you seeing opportunities in the fixed
income market now, including duration positioning as a diversification strategy,
and sectors?
John

You want to be exposed to credit risk, both in the United States and globally.
So, that means overweights in US corporate credit...So we’ve rotated a little bit
into, a little bit below investment grade in bank loans as well, but really the
emphasis is having exposure to corporate credit to benefit from that return to
economic normalcy. I think emerging markets also deserve a comment.
Emerging markets have perhaps recovered less, but if we’re right on global growth
continuing to recover, eventually we think that makes its way into emerging
markets…We think it’s really important to also have some diversification…It’s very
rare that recoveries proceed in straight lines. And so, in order to keep the
volatility of the portfolio low and manageable, you want to look for negatively
correlated assets or assets that are negatively correlated to those risk positions.
We think US Treasuries remain the best candidate for that; US Treasury yields
have been rising in what has broadly been a risk-on environment.

Stephen John, a follow up question. You push back on what you see as the misperception that
rising rates are bad for bond portfolios. So, we’ve all learned that simple Treasury
interest rates go up, bonds go down, back, and forth. Can you update us on your
thinking on why that is not a complete way to look at bonds?
John

3 Quick thoughts

When you think about the role of bonds in portfolios, a lot of it is about income.
Income is a steady source of returns. It can be a diversified source of returns for
portfolios that are more dependent on price volatility for returns, and that
income can be really meaningful. You get income from spread, you get income
from the upward-sloping yield curve. And so, even if prices go down because
yields rise a little bit in bonds, you still have that income as a source of returns.
And in a lot of environments, yields are rising gradually, or yields are rising
as expected, because the forward yield curve is upward sloping. That income will
still generate enough return to actually give you a positive score on your bond
portfolio. So, you have to remember, bonds are as much about income as they are
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about price volatility…If bond yields are going up because, generally speaking,
the economic outlook is more favorable and it’s affecting Treasury yields, and
it’s likely the case that those corporate credit risks are actually declining. And so,
you can get some spread-tightening there which is offsetting what might be
happening in Treasury. So, I’d start with the income observation that ends up
being a very important source of return in any bond portfolio and can, in a lot of
environments, be more important than the price volatility. And then second,
I would look at the negative correlation. We’ve been in periods where negative
prices on Treasury bonds can correspond to positive total return on bond funds
because the credit is improving at the same time.
Francis

So as this year has unfolded, the macro story speaks to declining economic risk,
which speaks to a play of going further out in the level of risk in the corporate
bond space. The credit team at Brandywine Global is finding lots of opportunity in
high yield…If we look at the emerging markets, it’s really interesting what’s
happened there…Interest rates or bond yields in the emerging markets include a
solvency risk premium as well as a duration component. The backup that we’ve
seen in the Treasury market—Treasury yields over the last year—has played
out in a lot of emerging markets, too. So, the risk premium has not deteriorated at
all in respect of the improvement in the global economy. But we’ve seen some
backup in yields as a result of the rise in the global risk-free yield, which is the
Treasury creating, we think, more opportunity in some of these markets. The big
call, I think, is on the US dollar. As I said in some of my remarks, if the Fed truly
intends to be successful in achieving its inflation goal—which is an average
inflation rate of 2%—we don’t think that can happen without another leg down on
the dollar, which would really play to a non-dollar exposure in global fixed income.

Stephen The weighting of bonds in the high-yield index is composed of, obviously by definition, the companies that need the debt the most which might not be the better
investments. Where do you see opportunity, specifically in high yield now?
Sonal

4 Quick thoughts

So, we have opportunistically gone in and gone in and out of sectors which we look
at for having COVID-19 exposure, which got beaten up a lot. There are areas which
are complicated, such as health care. However, we have found opportunities
there as well. It’s extremely important to do the individual corporate-by-corporate
study, and that is something which our team takes very seriously. And I would
also note that otherwise more broadly, we are looking to position ourselves somewhat defensively. Clearly for all the reasons which have been stated, you want the
yield, but on the other hand, we recognize that spreads have come in quite a lot.
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WHAT ARE THE RISKS?

All investments involve risks, including possible loss of principal. The value of investments can go down as well as
up, and investors may not get back the full amount invested. Stock prices fluctuate, sometimes rapidly and dramatically, due to factors affecting individual companies, particular industries or sectors, or general market conditions.
Investments in foreign securities involve special risks including currency fluctuations, economic instability and political
developments. Investments in emerging market countries involve heightened risks related to the same factors, in
addition to those associated with these markets’ smaller size, lesser liquidity and lack of established legal, political,
business and social frameworks to support securities markets. Such investments could experience significant price
volatility in any given year. Bond prices generally move in the opposite direction of interest rates. Thus, as prices of
bonds in an investment portfolio adjust to a rise in interest rates, the portfolio’s value may decline. In general, an
investor is paid a higher yield to assume a greater degree of credit risk. High-yield bonds involve a greater risk of
default and price volatility than other high-quality bonds and US government bonds. High-yield bonds can experience
sudden and sharp price swings which will affect the value of your investment. Changes in the credit rating of a bond, or
in the credit rating or financial strength of a bond’s issuer, insurer or guarantor, may affect the bond’s value. Investments in lower-rated bonds include higher risk of default and loss of principal. Treasuries, if held to maturity, offer a
fixed rate of return and fixed principal value; their interest payments and principal are guaranteed.
Actively managed strategies could experience losses if the investment manager’s judgment about markets, interest
rates or the attractiveness, relative values, liquidity or potential appreciation of particular investments made for a
portfolio, proves to be incorrect. There can be no guarantee that an investment manager’s investment techniques or
decisions will produce the desired results.
Past performance does not guarantee future results. Diversification does not guarantee profit or protect against risk
of loss.
5 Quick thoughts
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IMPORTANT LEGAL INFORMATION

This material is intended to be of general interest only and should not be construed as individual investment advice
or a recommendation or solicitation to buy, sell or hold any security or to adopt any investment strategy. It does not
constitute legal or tax advice.
The views expressed are those of the investment manager and the comments, opinions and analyses are rendered as of
April 23, 2021 and may change without notice. The information provided in this material is not intended as a complete
analysis of every material fact regarding any country, region or market. All investments involve risks, including possible
loss of principal.
Data from third party sources may have been used in the preparation of this material and Franklin Templeton (“FT”)
has not independently verified, validated or audited such data. FT accepts no liability whatsoever for any loss arising
from use of this information and reliance upon the comments, opinions and analyses in the material is at the sole
discretion of the user. 
Products, services and information may not be available in all jurisdictions and are offered outside the U.S. by other
FT affiliates and/or their distributors as local laws and regulation permits. Please consult your own financial
professional or Franklin Templeton institutional contact for further information on availability of products and services
in your jurisdiction.
Issued in the U.S. by Franklin Templeton Distributors, Inc., One Franklin Parkway, San Mateo, California 94403-1906,
(800) DIAL BEN/342-5236, franklintempleton.com—Franklin Templeton Distributors, Inc. is the principal distributor
of Franklin Templeton U.S. registered products, which are not FDIC insured; may lose value; and are not bank
guaranteed and are available only in jurisdictions where an offer or solicitation of such products is permitted under
applicable laws and regulation.
Australia: Issued by Franklin Templeton Investments Australia Limited (ABN 87 006 972 247) (Australian Financial Services License Holder No. 225328), Level 19, 101 Collins Street,
Melbourne, Victoria, 3000 / Austria/Germany: Issued by Franklin Templeton International Services S.à r.l., Niederlassung Deutschland, Frankfurt, Mainzer Landstr. 16, 60325 Frankfurt/
Main, Tel 08 00/0 73 80 01 (Germany), 08 00/29 59 11 (Austria), Fax +49(0)69/2 72 23-120, info@franklintempleton.de, info@franklintempleton.at / Canada: Issued by Franklin
Templeton Investments Corp., 200 King Street West, Suite 1500 Toronto, ON, M5H3T4, Fax (416) 364-1163, (800) 387-0830, www.franklintempleton.ca / Netherlands: Franklin Templeton
International Services S.à r.l., Dutch Branch, World Trade Center Amsterdam, H-Toren, 5e verdieping, Zuidplein 36, 1077 XV Amsterdam, Netherlands. Tel +31 (0) 20 575 2890 / United
Arab Emirates: Issued by Franklin Templeton Investments (ME) Limited, authorized and regulated by the Dubai Financial Services Authority. Dubai office: Franklin Templeton, The Gate,
East Wing, Level 2, Dubai International Financial Centre, P.O. Box 506613, Dubai, U.A.E., Tel +9714-4284100, Fax +9714-4284140 / France: Issued by Franklin Templeton International
Services S.à r.l., French branch., 20 rue de la Paix, 75002 Paris France / Hong Kong: Issued by Franklin Templeton Investments (Asia) Limited, 17/F, Chater House, 8 Connaught
Road Central, Hong Kong / Italy: Issued by Franklin Templeton International Services S.à.r.l.—Italian Branch, Corso Italia, 1—Milan, 20122, Italy / Japan: Issued by Franklin Templeton
Investments Japan Limited / Korea: Issued by Franklin Templeton Investment Trust Management Co., Ltd., 3rd fl., CCMM Building, 12 Youido-Dong, Youngdungpo-Gu, Seoul, Korea
150-968 / Luxembourg/Benelux: Issued by Franklin Templeton International Services S.à r.l.—Supervised by the Commission de Surveillance du Secteur Financier–8A, rue Albert
Borschette, L-1246 Luxembourg, Tel +352-46 66 67-1, Fax +352-46 66 76 / Malaysia: Issued by Franklin Templeton Asset Management (Malaysia) Sdn. Bhd. & Franklin Templeton GSC
Asset Management Sdn. Bhd / Poland: Issued by Templeton Asset Management (Poland) TFI S.A.; Rondo ONZ 1; 00-124 Warsaw / Romania: Franklin Templeton International Services S.À
R.L. Luxembourg, Bucharest Branch, at 78-80 Buzesti Str, Premium Point, 8th Floor, Bucharest 1, 011017, Romania. Registered with Romania Financial Supervisory Authority under no.
PJM07.1AFIASMDLUX0037/10 March 2016 and authorized and regulated in Luxembourg by Commission de Surveillance du Secture Financiere. Telephone: + 40 21 200 9600 / Singapore:
Issued by Templeton Asset Management Ltd. Registration No. (UEN) 199205211E. 7 Temasek Boulevard, #38-03 Suntec Tower One, 038987, Singapore / Spain: Issued by Franklin
Templeton International Services S.à r.l.—Spanish Branch, Professional of the Financial Sector under the Supervision of CNMV, José Ortega y Gasset 29, Madrid, Spain. Tel +34 91 426
3600, Fax +34 91 577 1857 / South Africa: Issued by Franklin Templeton Investments SA (PTY) Ltd which is an authorised Financial Services Provider. Tel +27 (21) 831 7400, Fax +27 (21)
831 7422 / Switzerland: Issued by Franklin Templeton Switzerland Ltd, Stockerstrasse 38, CH-8002 Zurich / UK: Issued by Franklin Templeton Investment Management Limited (FTIML),
registered office: Cannon Place, 78 Cannon Street, London EC4N 6HL, Tel +44 (0)20 7073 8500. Authorized and regulated in the United Kingdom by the Financial Conduct Authority /
Nordic regions: Issued by Franklin Templeton International Services S.à r.l., Contact details: Franklin Templeton International Services S.à r.l., Swedish Branch, filial, Nybrokajen 5, SE-111
48, Stockholm, Sweden. Tel +46 (0)8 545 012 30, nordicinfo@franklintempleton.com, authorised in the Luxembourg by the Commission de Surveillance du Secteur Financier to conduct
certain financial activities in Denmark, in Sweden, in Norway, in Iceland and in Finland. Franklin Templeton International Services S.à r.l., Swedish Branch, filial conducts activities under
supervision of Finansinspektionen in Sweden / Offshore Americas: In the U.S., this publication is made available only to financial intermediaries by Templeton/Franklin Investment
Services, 100 Fountain Parkway, St. Petersburg, Florida 33716. Tel (800) 239-3894 (USA Toll-Free), (877) 389-0076 (Canada Toll-Free), and Fax (727) 299-8736. Investments are not FDIC
insured; may lose value; and are not bank guaranteed. Distribution outside the U.S. may be made by Templeton Global Advisors Limited or other sub-distributors, intermediaries,
dealers or professional investors that have been engaged by Templeton Global Advisors Limited to distribute shares of Franklin Templeton funds in certain jurisdictions. This is not an offer
to sell or a solicitation of an offer to purchase securities in any jurisdiction where it would be illegal to do so.
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